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INTRODUCTION
Michael Anderson is co-founder & partner at Framework Ventures, a venture capital firm focused
on building the value of blockchain networks through strategic investment and infrastructural
support. Before founding Framework, Michael built and sold Hashletes, the first and only NFLPAlicensed digital collectibles, with Vance Spencer. Michael’s prior experience bridges investment
banking and consumer tech, with experience from Snap, Inc., Dropbox, and Barclays Capital.
Vance Spencer is a co-founder and partner at Framework Ventures, a venture capital firm focused
on building the value of blockchain networks through strategic investment and infrastructural
support. Before founding Framework, Vance built and sold Hashletes, the first and only NFLPAlicensed digital collectibles, with co-founder Michael Anderson. Vance’s prior experience includes
strategy and business operations at Deloitte and Netflix’s Japan office.

WHAT IS FRAMEWORK VENTURES?
Mike and Vance are “thesis-long investors.” They
come from the worlds of investment banking,
management consulting, & product development.
Framework is a technology company that builds
products and services to support open blockchain
networks. It combines investment strategies with a
team of technologists and researchers “to find,
support and grow the best blockchain networks and
companies.” In most cases, the team buys a
proportion of the network’s tokens, helps facilitate
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“Traditional venture capitalists have been
buying and holding these [crypto] assets,
tech companies have been building
applications or protocols on top of these
networks, and then hedge funds have
been taking these assets and trading
them. It requires a combination of all three
to invest in and grow these protocols, and
really partner with the core teams, as well
as the ecosystems being built around
these networks.” – M.A. & V.S.

initial validation or staking operations, works with the community to develop tools and services, and
governs the protocol on an ongoing basis.
Framework’s founders approach these opportunities from an entrepreneurial perspective because
at their core, they are entrepreneurs. They take a build-first mentality, evaluating how much alpha
can be generated from their support and development. Their experience suggests this approach to
ecosystem development presents an opportunity that’s unique to the blockchain industry, given the
open nature of the technology. What this means operationally for Framework is a combination of
an investment firm with a research & development company—a model that doesn’t easily map to
existing investment firm or technology company archetypes. Their investment strategy is to take a
low volume, high conviction approach to the networks that they partner with (Andrew Carnegie
approach to investing). The areas that they believe are most exciting are web 3.0 development,
decentralized finance, token-based games & decentralized media.

WHAT IS THEIR INVESTMENT THESIS?
Framework’s investment thesis relies on three assumptions. The first is that (1) financial institutions
will realize competitive advantages as smart contract functionality allows them to streamline costs
and realize new revenue streams. (2) Permissionless open protocols will provide access to financial
services to a wider range of people than possible today. (3) Token based business models have a
competitive advantage over traditional business models for some technical products.
Citing a blog post from 2017, Framework’s founders wrote the following: “From a technology
perspective, we are still far away from this [our investment thesis] being a reality. Since the advent
of Bitcoin in 2009, the infrastructure layer of blockchain technology has been materializing, and we
are now moving into a phase focused on middleware technologies. This phase will be embodied
by tools being built on top of core protocols to enable decentralized applications. We believe that
most decentralized applications will need to utilize middleware to incorporate value added services
beyond the computational power provided by blockchains. Therefore, we believe critical pieces of
middleware technology (i.e. Chainlink) will capture similar amounts of total transaction volume and
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proportional value as the blockchain platform (i.e. Ethereum) providing computing power for
decentralized applications. From a platform perspective, our view is that Ethereum currently
provides the best infrastructure to build and run smart contracts. Therefore, we plan to invest in
ERC-20 middleware utility tokens that play integral roles in creating a more robust decentralized
ecosystem.

REALIZING THE POTENTIAL OF SMART CONTRACTS
Mike and Vance believe that smart contracts represent a fundamental shift for all financial contracts
in terms of how they are created, how they are executed, and what their functionality could be.
They believe that the immediate work that will get us closer to this reality is happening in two parts
— (1) identifying use cases for financial contracts and (2) developing viable smart contract tools to
enable them. The format of their use-case analysis is as follows: (A) Relationship of Participants:
is there a one to one or one to many relationship? (B) Level of Standardization: is the financial
contract repeatable or unique to a specific agreement? (C) Digitization: is the financial contract fully
controlled by existing digital signals or is there an offline component on either the data or payment
side? Some theoretical examples of these use-cases:
1) One to one | standardized | digitized (i.e. A bet on a basketball game)
2) One to many | standardized | digitized (i.e. A bond that pays out based on LIBOR yields)
3) One to one | non-standardized | digitized (i.e. A ride-share contract that matches riders and
drives with dynamic pricing)
4) One to many | non-standardized | digitized (i.e. A unique financial derivative based on the
value of another asset)
5) One to one | non-standardized | non-digitized (i.e. A car insurance policy that pays the driver
to stay below speed limit)
6) One to many | non-standardized | non-digitized (i.e. A pollution tax policy that adjusts the
amount of tax for citizens based on the level of measurable pollution)
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The viability of these uses cases,
according to the framework founders is
dependent on robust smart contract tools.
Aside from general blockchain scaling
increasing throughput, these tools can be
defined as data inputs, control logic, and
terminating outputs.
1) Data Inputs: Currently, the only
secure input that can power smart
contracts is data that exists on the
Ethereum blockchain, which is
essentially token inflows/outflows.
As a result, the vast majority of
today’s smart contracts are for
token transfers. Many of the use
cases
above
are
currently
impossible
as
Ethereum
is
essentially unable to communicate
with external data feeds and
program smart contracts around
them.
2) Control Logic: Solidity and the Ethereum Virtual Machine allow developers the ability to write
any logic into a smart contract; this problem has been effectively solved.
3) Terminating Outputs (payments channels): Almost all financial contracts terminate with a
payment and confirmation of that payment receipt. The final component of smart contracts
is the ability to transfer value based on the logic of the contract and the data inputs. The
speed, variability and security of this process is crucial to robust smart contracts.
At the time, Michael and Vance felt that the “glaring hole for smart contracts is the lack of secure,
private, off-chain data inputs and payment outputs that expand beyond cryptoassets. If a platform
were to enable blockchains to ingest and program contracts based on external data feeds and fiat
payment outputs, the use cases outlined above become significantly closer to reality.”

CRYPTOECONOMICS
According to the team, “the two benefits of tokenized business models are (1) for solving the
“chicken-or-the-egg” problem of initializing a two sided network, and (2) for removing network
transaction fees to realize greater platform utilization. For context, the ICO allocation for Chainlink
was 35% sold in the Token Sale, 35% dedicated to a network incentive program, and 30% retained
by the team for platform development.

WHY IS BLOCKCHAIN DIFFERENT?
Value Creation: Companies vs. Open Networks — (1) Companies: The internet industry was
previously fueled by companies building closed products and services on top of free, open source
protocols. (2) Open Networks: The blockchain industry is building open protocols that underlie the
products built on top of them.
Value Capture: Equity vs. Tokens — (1) Equity: Companies (Google, Amazon, Facebook)
captured value during the internet revolution by controlling and containing the data originating from
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their platforms. (2) Tokens: With data monopolies non-existent, blockchains use network tokens as
an incentive instrument that captures value for the open network.
Valuation: Cash Flow vs. Network Valuation — (1) Cash Flow: Internet companies are valued
based on revenue and profit. Blockchain companies don’t have revenue or profit, they are valued
based on use of their network. (2) Network Valuation: While some have proposed equations for
valuation of protocol tokens, each token is unique and needs to have specific analysis done to
evaluate it.

CHAINLINK (security at the edges)
ChainLink is a decentralized oracle solution. At a high level, the project aims to provide secure
inputs (data) for smart contracts, and secure outputs (payment functionality) for those smart
contracts to settle once triggered. An example would be ChainLink providing interest rate inputs for
banks for a bond coupon payment contract and facilitating smart contract outputs — in this case
paying USD out to the corresponding bank account stipulated in the contract. The two goals of the
project broken down:
1) Smart Contract Inputs: Build a network of data providers (Inputs) for smart contracts, where
data providers provide service for a fee paid in the network’s native token, LINK. The
decentralization of data feeds means that, for a given smart contract request, multiple data
providers will answer the request for data, leaving the self-executing contracts significantly
less susceptible to manipulation from the underlying data feed.
2) Smart Contract Outputs: Build a network of payment oracles to take the result of the smart
contract and pay out a corresponding amount (Ether, Bitcoin, Fiat), compensated for their
service with LINK tokens. The project specifically takes the position that the majority of smart
contract payments in the near future will be desired (by the user) to be done in fiat currency.
We agree with this. Accordingly, they have a partnership with SWIFT, the largest network of
banks in the world. This gives them a rare scale bridge from crypto to fiat currency.
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As oracles begin to pull data, parse information, store credentials
and perform off-chain calculations on behalf of smart contracts,
the boundaries between classically-defined smart contracts and
the oracles that feed them will dissolve. This fluidity will reframe
narratives surrounding smart contracts, pushing expectations of
trustlessness from base layer blockchains to the oracles that
service them. In turn, the industry will shift its focus from base
layer chains to the middleware services that provide security for
data feeds, payment outputs, off-chain computation and
developer experience.
Chainlink has released a promising initial mainnet
implementation (v1) and is executing against a roadmap that has
the potential to fulfill this vision of a robust, decentralized oracle
network. Their initial mainnet implementation, an achievement in
and of itself, is an audited oracle software library, a set of teamverified node operators, and a variety of data feeds for
developers to choose from. In future iterations, aggregation
contracts will allow programmatic selection of nodes and data
feeds for each specific need (defined as Service Agreements, or
“SAs”, in the Chainlink protocol), node operators will build meaningful reputation based on historical
SAs, and Town Crier will provide secure off-chain computation. As Chainlink transitions from a
software library to a stateful network, marquee customers will begin to outsource oracle
architecture, and Chainlink will slowly become a piece of middleware utilized by most smart
contracts of sufficient value and complexity.
An example may help illustrate why a decentralized oracle solution is so important. In February of
last year, two of Maker’s oracle providers went down for an extended amount of time for unknown
reasons. As a safeguard, each of these Oracles pulls a different price feed from an exchange and
feeds them into a medianizer contract. There is also a 1 hour delay as well as an emergency
settlement switch in case something bad happens. Currently the oracles only provide pricing for
ETH, but will need to be expanded as Maker launches Multi-Collateral Dai. With this current
implementation, Maker’s oracles represent the largest ongoing security risk to the platform itself.
As Maker adds new assets, as the assets locked in the contracts
increase, as new data sources need to be incorporated, as old
data sources need to be deprecated, and as data feeds need to
be re-weighted, the risk of oracles being compromised increases.
At $300m in assets locked by crypto users with one collateral
asset, the market has said the current level of oracle
security/centralization is fine. In a scenario with $1bn in assets
locked, with multiple types of asset collateral, or when Maker tries
to bring institutions on to the platform, this level of centralization
will likely be deemed unacceptable, hindering adoption.
Ultimately, Maker’s oracles need to be secure and flexible
enough to provide reliable data over the lifetime of the platform,
and are the only security threat that increases in risk as the
platform scales. Whether or not an approach like Chainlink is the
solution, it is obvious that the current architecture cannot scale.
To Rune Christensen’s credit (founder of Maker), he has
acknowledged that Maker’s oracles will need to be upgraded as
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the platform scales. This problem also isn’t unique; all current DeFi platforms are currently relying
on a similar centralized oracle schema. So, what does a better oracle model look like?
A better oracle model provides the following things: (1) Service Agreements (SAs), (2) Incentive
Compatibility, (3) Node Reputation, (4) Dynamic Node Markets, (5) Aggregation Contracts, & (6)
Composable Inputs. According to Framework, decentralized protocol approaches to oracle models,
like Chainlink, can implement all of the above requirements. Just like how Ethereum used gametheory, decentralization and cryptographic guarantees to present a trust-reduced alternative to
cloud providers, Chainlink uses the same to present an alternative to centralized oracle providers.
Where Ethereum provides binary trustlessness guarantees, Chainlink provides a range of
trustlessness guarantees through optional levels of decentralization (a developer can pay for
multiple nodes, data feeds, architectures, or have mandatory collateral requirements) when
deciding on oracle inputs for a Service Agreement.
This raises two important questions. (1) How much oracle decentralization do I need to secure my
dApp? (2) How much is this oracle decentralization going to cost? The answer to the first question
is that it is context dependent. If you are a tinkerer, a hobbyist, or someone dealing with relatively
low amounts of value, then probably not a lot. If you are a company like Maker, with hundreds of
millions of dollars in your contracts, you need a much higher degree of decentralization. There is
generally a decreasing marginal return for security as it relates to decentralization (and cost), but
we get into that later. The answer to the second question is more nuanced, as the cost for
decentralization depends on developments in the Chainlink protocol (Protocol Developments) and
those in the Ecosystem as a whole (Ecosystem Developments). Today, however, it is expensive.
To make a call from five different price feeds once, it would cost ~0.014 ETH (~$2.65 at today’s
prices) worth of gas in transaction fees to use Chainlink’s oracles. For Maker’s architecture, this
could cost around $10-50K a year (depending on the number of times the price feed is called), a
security budget that far outstrips Maker’s resources. In the future, this gas cost will drastically
decrease due to ecosystem developments, while the variety of security guarantees at varying levels
of cost will increase as the protocol gains in maturity.
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SYNTHETICS
The business model of both Synthetix and Maker is simple:
monetizing a balance sheet. Maker allows users to post ETH
collateral to a balance sheet and to mint a synthetic
stablecoin (Dai) at a specified collateralization ratio. In
return, users pay a fee which is distributed to MKR/DAI
stakeholders via a buy/burn schema and the DSR.
Synthetix builds a balance sheet in its native token through
staking incentives, allows users to mint a broad spectrum of
synthetic assets (sBTC, sETH, iMKR, etc.), and charges
users fees to create and trade debt. These fees, along with
protocol inflation, are passed back to Synthetix stakers,
incentivizing them to keep their collateral posted. The
business model of a synthetic asset platform, with a few
tweaks, is largely that of a bank; build a balance sheets of
user deposits, lend out capital for a rate of return, and
distribute the proceeds back to stakeholders.
There are two meaningful differences between dominant synthetic asset platforms. The first is that
(1) the spectrum of assets a network prices debt in determines the market size. Maker is relatively
simple, risk-averse and bank-like in this regard—it mints and prices debt in Dai, which tracks the
USD. When a user opens a CDP, the user posts ETH collateral, and promises to repay the Dai that
was borrowed. Because all protocol debt is issued in Dai and Maker has a robust liquidation
process for CDPs, a user can be reasonably certain that the network won’t become
undercollateralized. Synthetix is more complex, risk-on, and has a potential path to a different and
much larger market than Maker. Currently, a user can mint or trade (reprice) debt with one of 24
different assets when staking the SNX token or utilizing Synthetix Exchange. When a user mints
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$1 of sUSD (a USD stablecoin), the SNX-denominated collateral pool is responsible for backing $1
of sUSD. However, when a user trades (reprices) sUSD for a synth like sBTC, the network’s debt
fluctuates as the price of sBTC changes. Network debt can fluctuate heavily, and as a result a
greater degree of over-collateralization (+750%) is required to operate the network safely.
Eventually, this ratio will drop as SNX gets more liquid, a liquidation process is implemented, and
the network generally matures. Being able to mint different types of synthetic debt drastically
increases the addressable fee market for a synthetic asset protocol, yet also increases the extent
to which it can become undercollateralized due to users repricing debt profitably. To solve for this,
Synthetix will need to move towards having a balanced book of synthetic assets, by integrating
different collateral types and utilizing open-interest based APR.
The second meaningful difference between synthetic asset platforms is that there are (2) value
accrual differences between liquidity vs. governance tokens. The differences between Maker and
Synthetix token economics will lead to divergent outcomes for the two respective platforms. Maker
currently builds its balance sheet with ETH, charges users fees to mint and maintain a Dai position,
and distributes fees to MKR/Dai holders. The MKR token is used for governance of the network
and as the lender of last resort if the network becomes undercollateralized. The value for MKR
tokens accrues based on the amount of outstanding debt, and therefore stability fees, which
determines the amount of MKR to be purchased and burned. To cover existing accrued stability
fees, about 0.8% of MKR would need to be burned; 0.5% has been burned already. At a high level,
MKR holders risk dilutive events as the lender of last resort and act as the governor of risk in the
system. If MKR can scale its stablecoin protocol across multiple collateral types, it becomes a digital
central bank. Synthetix’s balance sheet is built by incentivizing holders to stake the native token
(SNX). As an SNX holder, you can stake SNX, which generates a debt position denominated in
sUSD. If the debt position is over-collateralized (+750%), a staker is rewarded with weekly protocol
inflation, as well as the fees generated by users minting and trading synthetic assets. Currently,
inflation is intentionally high relative to the fees (10:1) cycling back to stakers, but this is changing
as the trading and creation of synthetic assets scales. Exchange fees currently generate roughly a
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10% APR on a SNX position. At a high level, SNX
holders stake their tokens to provide the platform with
liquidity, becoming a debtor counterparty to every trader
and minter on the platform in a zero-sum game. If
Synthetix can scale a balanced book, SNX becomes an
infinite liquidity pool that can mint any asset with a
reliable data feed against the collateral pool. In the near
term, this looks like a decentralized version of Bitmex.
During the course of 2020, the Framework team
expects Synthetix Exchange to evolve into a
decentralized version of BitMex, with multiple collateral
types, a liquidation engine, and a SNX-denominated
balance sheet to backstop trades. The market for
synthetic assets is both a large and immediately
addressable. In traditional finance, the derivatives
market is estimated to be 10x the size of global GDP
annually. In crypto, we are seeing similar dynamics play out with the success of BitMex and its
perpetual swaps dwarfing corresponding spot markets. The team believes that a non-custodial,
decentralized, infinite liquidity version of BitMex would achieve product-market fit at scale. Longer
term, the business model for Synthetix might look a lot like franchising liquidity to generate
additional fees. In this world, new exchanges, prediction markets, or other front ends pop up
overnight, buying liquidity from Synthetix’s balance sheet, and competing on user experience to
differentiate. A lot of the fundamental assumptions in the space surrounding liquidity, and the
pecking order of business models, could change as a result. All of a sudden, a project wouldn’t
need to aggregate users in order to aggregate liquidity.
According to Michael and Vance, Synthetix Core’s experience, work ethic and commitment to the
community make them one of the most high-output teams in the blockchain space. Two years ago,
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Synthetix was called Havven, and focused solely on building a balance sheet to support a synthetic
stablecoin. Nine months ago, Synthetix changed its name, token economics and broadened its
synthetic asset mandate to monetize its balance sheet. The team is deeply committed to a testand-iterate methodology for product and protocol development, taking direct feedback from the
community and using rough consensus as a governance model to implement changes. Looking
forward, the path to Synthetix becoming decentralized BitMex is clear: the protocol must reach
feature parity with professional derivatives exchanges, while becoming truly decentralized in order
to differentiate in their go-to-market strategy. As a liquid, feature-complete and decentralized
version of BitMex, Synthetix will leverage an absence of centralized custody, personally identifiable
information, and jurisdiction gating to compete for trading fees. As a community, decentralization
enables the open source collaboration that builds a strong community and massively accelerates
the flywheel of improvements.
Arriving at feature parity will require the completion of four main initiatives that are already
underway:
(1) Non-SNXCollateral Options: The process of buying SNX, staking, and then trading is
cumbersome for most. Many traders would prefer to use assets like ETH or tBTC as collateral to
enter the system. An added benefit of multiple additional collateral types is that this builds short
exposure into the system, balancing a mostly-long order book. The Synthetix team is working on
implementing ETH as a collateral type before EoY, while still accruing value to the SNX stakers.
(2) Liquidation Process: The 750% collateralization level for SNX stakers limits the amount of
synthetic assets that can be traded and is due to the illiquidity of SNX and the lack of a liquidation
process for undercollateralized positions. To safely operate the protocol at scale, a liquidation
process that has been designed will need to be implemented.
(3) Robust Price Feeds: Currently, Synthetix’s price
oracles are operated in a centralized way that allows
traders to front run price changes, and also leaves
the price feeds vulnerable to attack. To solve this, the
team is working to integrate Chainlink as a
decentralized oracle provider, and a unique order
management system to prevent front running.
(4) Professional Trading Tools: The interface design,
order types and speed of execution on Synthetix
Exchange is not up to the standards of centralized
exchange offerings. The team is redesigning the
exchange, integrating more order types, and is
exploring Layer-2 solutions to speed up transaction
throughput. To become truly decentralized the
development, management and ownership of the
network must continue to shift to the community. This
process will be gradual and take time, but doing so
builds a strong community, mitigates regulatory risk,
enables Synthetix to move quickly, and solidifies its
decentralized value proposition.
The opportunity for Synthetix as a decentralized
BitMex is massive and straightforward to value using
a DCF model. Because the token is utilized to build a
balance sheet and represents a pro-rata claim on
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network fees, the value of Synthetix tokens grows proportionally to the volume traded on Synthetix
Exchange. In Q3 2019, exchange volume was $298M, with September being the highest month to
date with $252M in volume. This is tiny (1000x smaller) in comparison to both Binance and BitMex,
which did $112Bn in spot and $320Bn in XBTUSD volume. Small shifts in volume from
Binance/BitMex would represent huge gains for Synthetix.
The team’s view is that crypto-native investing isn’t a spectator sport, and that most venture firms
are hamstrung by existing LP agreements, too much AUM, and a traditional equity investing
mindset. Their style is venture investing, in tokens or equity, with a focus on active participation
that pushes the network forward. They commit capital to build liquidity on synthetic asset pairs,
they actively stake SNX to build the collateral pool, they write Synthetix Improvement Proposals
(SIPS) to fix issues as they see them, they build products on top of the network, and most
importantly, they help the Synthetix Core team.

FRAMEWORK INVESTMENT THESIS
Background — Q: Can each of you tell our
listeners about your backgrounds? Q: Where did
each of you work before getting into managing a
crypto venture fund? Q: How are your experiences
relevant? Q: What would you say each of your core
competencies are?
Differentiation & Investment Thesis — Q: What
makes you guys different than other funds or
investors in this space? Q: Can you walk me through your investment thesis?
DeFi Investment Focus — Q: What is DeFi? Q: Why have you chosen to focus on DeFi?
DeFi Opportunity — Q: What do you think the opportunity is in this space? Q: What types of
competitive advantages can be realized by financial institutions through the use of smart contract
functionality? Q: What new revenue streams can be achieved?
Expanding the Market for Financial Services — Q: When you say a “wider range of people” will
have access to financial services through DeFi, what exactly do you mean?
Advantages of a Token-based Business Model — Q: What are examples of token based
business models that have a competitive advantage over traditional business models? Q: Why do
these different middleware solutions need to be tokenized?
Smart Contract Potential & Opportunity — Both of you believe that smart contracts represent a
fundamental shift for all financial contracts in terms of how they are created, how they are executed,
and what their functionality could be. You also believe that the immediate work that will get us
closer to this reality is happening in two parts — (1) identifying use cases for financial contracts
and (2) developing viable smart contract tools to enable them. Q: What are smart contracts and
why do they represent a fundamental shift for all financial contracts in your views? Q: What are the
obstacles that need to be overcome? Q: How are you and others in this space working to overcome
those obstacles and what will it take to get there?
Uses for Smart Contracts — Q: What are the use-cases for smart contracts and permissionless
ledgers that you have identified? Q: How have you gone about identifying use-cases?
Format of Use Cases — Q: How do you guys think about use cases? (i.e. what are the format of
use cases you have identified?)
Smart Contract Software Stack — Q: What are the various layers or pieces of software that need
to exist in order for a truly decentralize smart contract to execute successfully time and again in the
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face of (1) high order flow and (2) large
incentives on the part of potential attackers?
Q: What are the types of smart contract tools
that are required in order to realize some of
the use cases discussed (data inputs,
control logic, and terminating outputs)? Q:
What are the development challenges for
developing these tools?
Blockchain Scaling — Q: What is the
current state of network scaling on
Ethereum? Q: What progress has the team
made on the baselayer in the last three
years?
Data Inputs/Outputs — Even if we have a sufficiently decentralized, open and permissionless
base layer that can securely process transactions and store the history of those transactions, we
are still left with the problem of how to interact securely with the world outside of said public ledger.
At the end of 2017, you guys both said that the “glaring hole for smart contracts is the lack of secure,
private, off-chain data inputs and payment outputs that expand beyond cryptoassets. If a platform
were to enable blockchains to ingest and program contracts based on external data feeds and fiat
payment outputs, the use cases outlined above become significantly closer to reality.” Q: What
type of work has been done to solve the input/output “security gap” that comes with using
centralized oracles?
Decentralization & Adoption — You guys have said that mass adoption of interesting smart
contracts will require data feeds that are (1) secure, (2) external to the blockchain (i.e. interest rate
data from a bank), and (3) maintain privacy when incorporated into a smart contract. Q: Why does
mass adoption depend on data feeds that meet these requirements?
Arguments for Decentralization — Q: Why is relying on single sources of data for a smart
contract is inherently insecure? Q: Why is the tolerance for failure or misrepresentation of
information higher if we are using smart contracts than if individual humans need to sign off on the
execution of important events? Q: Why is it better not to have humans in the loop?
Token Economics — Q: Can you walk us through your thinking on crypto/token economics? Q:
How does one go about valuing a cryptoeconomy?

CHAINLINK
Chainlink: What is it? — Q: What is Chainlink and how does it work?
Data Integrity (Software & Hardware) — Q: How does Chainlink ensure that data feeds which
trigger smart contracts maintain their integrity? Q: What is the significance of using trusted
hardware processing enclaves?
Chainlink Token Economics — Q: How does Chainlink do their token economics and what does
this tell us?
Implications of Tokenization for Holders — Q: What does the rise of a decentralized oracle
network mean for average token holders? In a recent article, you described Chainlink as the
“uberization of data” - are you saying normal people will able to bring in income streams by
providing data? Q: How would that data be useful?
Chainlink Flaws — Q: What happens if there is a flaw in Chainlink’s assumptions and billions of
dollars in payments are executed upon using false information that is external to the public ledger?
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Chainlink Valuation — Q: Is Chainlink’s current valuation justified? Q: How would you value the
network if they’re able to achieve what they’re setting out to do?
Financial Firms Using Chainlink & DeFi — Q: What large, financial firms are using Chainlink and
DeFi, and how?

SYNTHETIX
Synthetix: What is it? — Q: What is Synthetix and how does it work? Q: This is basically a platform
for generating financial derivatives, correct? Q: Is it also an exchange?
Synthetix Token Economics — Q: How does Synthetix do their token economics and what does
this tell us?
Synthetix Products — Q: What are some of the different types of products currently available on
Synthetix? Q: What are the plans for future product creation? Q: Who or what decides what
products can be created and when? Q: Is staking SNX but doing nothing else effectively like staking
a bullish dollar position, since all synthetic assets are denominated in dollars? (sUSD)
Synthetix Risks — For the sake of simplicity, let’s assume the collateral pool (SNX debt pool)
consists of $1,500 worth of SNX ($750 are mine and $750 are Vance’s), where I’ve minted those
into $100 sUSD and Vance has minted them into $100 sBTC and the value of USD’s relative to
BTC (according to your oracle) moves up 10x, the collateral pool goes bankrupt (by -$150). Q:
What happens to SNX and your platform in such a scenario? Q: What likelihood to you ascribe to
such an outcome? Q: Can’t someone attack this system by shorting SNX or doing something to
make its price drop? Q: Given that SNX could theoretically be balancing hundreds of different
values against one another at any given time and these different derivatives would all be moving
in all sorts of different directions, how does the SNX software manage its liquidity needs in the face
of such fluctuations? (i.e. are you confident that the system can make collateral calls in a reliable
fashion?) Q: Likewise, given the complexity here, what is the risk that the staked SNX cannot cover
the total outstanding if you add more assets to the mix?
Debt Register — Q: How do you secure the debt register from being altered?
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SYNTHETIX LITEPAPER V1.4 (March 2020)
ABSTRACT
Synthetix is a decentralized synthetic asset issuance protocol built on Ethereum. These synthetic
assets are collateralized by the Synthetix Network Token (SNX) which when locked in the contract
enables the issuance of synthetic assets (Synths). This pooled collateral model enables users to
perform conversions between Synths directly with the smart contract, avoiding the need for
counterparties. This mechanism solves the liquidity and slippage issues experienced by DEX’s.
Synthetix currently supports synthetic fiat currencies, cryptocurrencies (long and short) and
commodities. SNX holders are incentivized to stake their tokens as they are paid a pro-rata portion
of the fees generated through activity on Synthetix.Exchange, based on their contribution to the
network. It is the right to participate in the network and capture fees generated from Synth
exchanges, from which the value of the SNX token is derived. Trading on Synthetix.Exchange does
not require the trader to hold SNX.

02. SNX COLLATERAL
How SNX Backs Synth — All Synths are backed by SNX tokens. Synths are minted when SNX
holders stake their SNX as collateral using Mintr, a decentralized application for interacting with the
Synthetix contracts. Synths are currently backed by an 800% collateralization ratio, although this
may be raised or lowered in the future through community governance mechanisms. SNX stakers
incur debt when they mint Synths, and to exit the system (i.e. unlock their SNX) they must pay back
this debt by burning Synths.
Synthetix is also currently trialing Ether as an alternative form of collateral. This means traders can
borrow Synths against their ETH and begin trading immediately, rather than needing to sell their
ETH. Staking ETH requires a collateralisation ratio of 150% and creates a debt denominated in
ETH, so ETH stakers mint sETH rather than sUSD and do not participate in the ‘pooled debt’ aspect
of the system. In this model, ETH stakers do not receive fees or rewards as they take no risk for
the debt pool.
Why SNX Holders Stake — SNX holders are incentivized to stake their tokens and mint Synths in
several ways. Firstly, there are exchange rewards. These are generated whenever someone
exchanges one Synth to another (i.e. on Synthetix.Exchange). Each trade generates an exchange
fee that is sent to a fee pool, available for SNX stakers to claim their proportion each week. This
fee is between 10-100 bps (0.1% - 1%, though typically 0.3%), and will be displayed during any
trade on Synthetix.Exchange. The other incentive for SNX holders to stake/mint is SNX staking
rewards, which comes from the protocol’s inflationary monetary policy. From March 2019 to August
2023, the total SNX supply will increase from 100,000,000 to 260,263,816, with a weekly decay
rate of 1.25% (from December 2019). From September 2023, there will be an annual 2.5% terminal
inflation for perpetuity. These SNX tokens are distributed to SNX stakers weekly on a pro-rata basis
provided their collateralization ratio does not fall below the target threshold.
Minting, Burning, & the C-Ratio — The mechanism above ensure SNX stakers are incentivized
to maintain their Collateralisation Ratio (C-Ratio) at the optimal rate (currently 800%). This ensures
Synths are backed by sufficient collateral to absorb large price shocks. If the value of SNX or Synths
fluctuate, each staker’s C-Ratio will fluctuate. If it falls below 800% (although there is a small buffer
allowing for minor fluctuations), they will be unable to claim fees until they restore their ratio. They
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adjust their ratio by either minting Synths if their ratio is above 800% or burning Synths if their ratio
is below 800%.
Stakers, Debt, & Pooled Counterparties — SNX stakers incur a ‘debt’ when they mint Synths.
This debt can increase or decrease independent of their original minted value, based on the
exchange rates and supply of Synths within the network. For example, if 100% of the Synths in the
system were synthetic Bitcoin (sBTC), which halved in price, the debt in the system would halve,
and each staker’s debt would also halve. This means in another scenario, where only half the
Synths across the system were sBTC, and BTC doubled in price, the system’s total debt—and
each staker’s debt—would increase by one quarter.
In this way, SNX stakers act as a pooled counterparty to all Synth exchanges; stakers take on the
risk of the overall debt in the system. They have the option of hedging this risk by taking positions
external to the system. By incurring this risk and enabling trading on Synthetix.Exchange stakers
earn a right to fees generated by the system.

03. SYNTH PEGGING MECHANISM
The Synth peg is critical to a well-functioning system, because traders require both liquidity and
stability between a Synth/s and other cryptoassets to take profits from trading. Some Synths trade
on the open market, so it is possible for them to fall below par with the assets they track. Incentives
are required to ensure that deviations from the peg are minimal and that actors are motivated to
correct them.
There are three methods to maintain the Synth peg:
1. Arbitrage: SNX stakers have created debt by minting Synths, so if the peg drops, they can now
profit by buying sUSD back below par and burning it to reduce their debt, as the Synthetix system
always values 1 sUSD at $1 USD.
2. sETH liquidity pool on Uniswap: each week, a portion of the SNX added to the total supply
through the inflationary monetary policy is distributed as reward to people providing sETH/ETH
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liquidity on Uniswap. This has incentivized liquidity providers to collectively create the largest
liquidity pool on Uniswap (at time of writing), allowing traders to purchase Synths to start trading or
sell Synths to take profits.
3. SNX auction: Synthetix is currently trialing a new mechanism with the dFusion protocol (from
Gnosis) in which discounted SNX is sold at auction for ETH, which is then used to purchase Synths
below the peg.

04. SYNTHETIX.EXCHANGE
Why trade synthetic assets? — Synthetic
assets provide exposure to an asset without
holding the underlying resource. This has a
range of advantages, including reducing the
friction when switching between different assets
(e.g. from Apple shares to synthetic gold),
expanding the accessibility of certain assets, and
censorship resistance.
Advantages of Synthetix.Exchange — Trading
on
Synthetix.Exchange
provides
many
advantages over centralized exchanges and
order book based DEX’s. The lack of an order
book means all trades are executed against the
contract, known as P2C (peer-to-contract)
trading. Assets are assigned an exchange rate
through price feeds supplied by an oracle and
can be converted using the Synthetix.Exchange
dApp. This provides infinite liquidity up to the
total amount of collateral in the system, zero
slippage, and permissionless on-chain trading.
How Synths work — Synths are synthetic
assets that track the price of the underlying
asset. They allow holders to gain exposure on
Ethereum to various asset classes without
holding the underlying assets themselves or
trusting a custodian. Synths are backed by the
Synthetix Network Token (SNX), which is staked
as collateral at a ratio of 800%.
The current Synths — There are currently five
categories of Synths available: fiat currencies,
cryptocurrencies, inverse cryptocurrencies,
commodities, & cryptocurrency indexes. Our fiat
Synths include sUSD, sEUR, sKRW, and many
more; our commodity Synths include synthetic
gold and synthetic silver, both measured per
ounce; our cryptocurrencies include sBTC,
sETH, and sBNB, with more to come; and our
Inverse Synths inversely track the price of those
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available cryptocurrencies, meaning that when BTC’s price decreases, iBTC’s price increases.
Our current cryptocurrency indexes are sDEFI and sCEX (and their inverses), which
respectively track a basket of DeFi assets and a basket of centralized exchange tokens.

05. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Minting Synths — An SNX holder can mint
sUSD by locking their SNX as collateral via
the Synthetix smart contract. The steps
involved when an SNX holder mints are:
1. The Synthetix contract checks that the
SNX staker can mint Synths against their
SNX, which requires their Collateralisation
Ratio to be above 800%.
2. Their debt is added to the Debt Register.
The debt is the amount of the new value
minted and is stored in sUSD.
3. With the debt assigned to the staker, the
Synthetix contract instructs the sUSD
contract to issue the new amount. It adds it
to its total supply and assigns the newly
minted sUSD to the user’s wallet.
If the price of SNX increases, an equivalent
portion of a staker’s SNX is automatically
unlocked as collateral. For example, if a
user locks $100 of SNX as collateral, and
the value of SNX doubles, then half of their
SNX (total value: $200) is locked and the
other half is unlocked. If they wish, that
extra unlocked SNX can then be staked to
mint more sUSD.
Exchanges — The steps involved for the smart contracts to process a Synth exchange (from
sUSD to sBTC in this example) are below:
1. Burn the source Synth (sUSD), which involves reducing that wallet address’s sUSD balance and
updating the total supply of sUSD.
2. Establish the conversion amount (i.e. the exchange rate, based on the price of each currency).
3. Charge an exchange fee, which is currently 0.3% of the converted amount, and send the fee as
sUSD to the fee pool, where it can be claimed by SNX stakers.
4. The remaining 99.7% is issued by the destination Synth (sBTC) contract and the wallet address
balance is updated.
5. The sBTC total supply is updated.
No counterparty is required to exchange, as the system converts the debt from one Synth to
another. Hence no order books or order matching is required, resulting in infinite liquidity
between Synths. No debt change is required to be recorded against the debt pool either, as the
same value is burned from the source Synth and minted from the destination Synth.
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Claiming Fees — When Synths are exchanged through the Synthetix contract, a 0.3% fee is
extracted and sent to the fee pool to be claimed by SNX stakers. When claiming fees (also called
Synth exchange rewards) a staker also claims their SNX staking rewards, which reward them with
extra SNX for staking the SNX they currently have. The smart contracts’ process once a staker
requests to claim their fees is as follows:
1. The fee pool checks whether there are fees currently available and whether the staker is
eligible to receive fees.
2. The amount of fees in sUSD is issued and the equivalent amount of XDR in the fee pool is
burned. The balance of the staker’s wallet address and the balance of the fee pool are updated.
3. Additionally, a pro rata amount of escrowed SNX is assigned to the wallet address from the
SNX staking rewards contract.
Fees are allocated based on the proportion of debt each staker has issued. For example, if a
staker has issued 1,000 sUSD in debt, the debt pool is 10,000 sUSD, and 100 in fees are
generated in a fee period, this staker is entitled to 10 sUSD because their debt represents 10%
of the debt pool. The same proportional distribution mechanism is used for SNX staking
rewards.
Burning Debt — When an SNX staker wants to exit the
system or reduce their debt and unlock staked SNX, they
must pay back their debt. At its simplest: a staker mints 10
sUSD by locking SNX as collateral and must burn 10 sUSD
to unlock it. But if the debt pool fluctuates (and therefore
their individual debt fluctuates) while they are staked, they
may need to burn more or less debt than they minted. The
process for reducing debt to zero is as follows:
1. The Synthetix contract determines their debt balance
and removes them from the Debt Register.
2. The required amount of sUSD is burned, and total
supply of sUSD is updated along with the sUSD balance
in the user’s wallet.
3. Their SNX balance becomes transferrable.
The Debt Pool — The system tracks the debt pool (as
well as each individual staker’s debt) each time an SNX
holder mints or burns Synths. It does this by updating the
Cumulative Debt Delta Ratio. This measures the SNX
staker’s proportion of the debt pool at the time they last
minted or burned, as well as the debt change caused by
other stakers entering or leaving the system. The system
uses this information to determine the individual debt of
each staker at any time in the future, without having to
actually record the changing debt of each individual staker.
Updating the Cumulative Debt Delta Ratio on the Debt
Register allows the system to track every user’s % of the
debt. It calculates the % change the new debt introduces
against the debt pool using the formula below and
appends it to the Debt Register:
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New Debt Minted ( Total Existing Debt + New Debt)
The staker’s last mint/burn action is then recorded in the Debt Register within their issuance
data and the relative index number at which this action happened. The detail recorded is the
percentage of the debt pool they represent, which is calculated by this formula:
User debt percentage =(New Debt + Existing Debt) (Previous Debt Pool + New Debt)
The Debt Register holds the Cumulative Debt Delta Ratio, which is the product of the calculation
above, and the relative time (index) the debt was added, so that it can be used to calculate any
user’s % of the debt pool at any index in the future based on the % shift in the debt pool their
last mint/burn caused.
We recalculate the debt pool by summing the number of tokens in each Synth contract
multiplied by the current exchange rates, each time new debt is issued/burned:
totalDebtIssued = totalIssuedSynths
This enables the calculation of the current debt pool and is included in the updated Cumulative
Debt Delta Ratio so that we know at each Debt Register entry the size of the debt (in Synths).
When a staker pays back their debt (i.e. by burning the Synths they minted) to unlock their SNX
collateral the system updates the Cumulative Debt Delta based on the % shift in the amount of
debt to be burned against the total value of the system’s debt after the reduction in debt.
This is the inverse calculation from when a user mints new debt:
user's new debt percentage =(existing debt - debt to be burned) (debt pool - debt to be
burned)
This is the formula for calculating the updated Cumulative Debt Delta:
delta = debt to be burned (debt pool - debt to be burned)
If a staker burns all their debt, their issuance data in the Debt Register will be set to 0 and they
will no longer be part of the debt pool.
The Oracle — The value of all synthetic assets in the Synthetix system are currently determined
by oracles that push price feeds on-chain. It uses an algorithm with a variety of sources to form
an aggregate value for each asset. The price feeds are currently supplied by both Chainlink’s
independent node operators and Synthetix and will soon all be supplied by Chainlink.

06. CURRENT RISKS & RISK MITIGATION STRATEGIES
Current Risks — There are several risks in the current architecture, as Synthetix is still an
experimental system and complex systems require both empirical observations and theoretical
analysis. Empirical observation and theoretical analysis ensure the mechanism design aligns
incentives for all players.
One risk involves the debt SNX holders issue when they stake their SNX and mint Synths. As
previously explained, this debt can fluctuate due to exchange rate shifts within the system. This
means that to exit the system and unlock their staked SNX, they may need to burn more Synths
than they originally minted.
Most people in the cryptocurrency space are aware of this risk, but the prices of most
cryptoassets are highly correlated to Bitcoin and/or Ethereum. This means it’s possible for
major price fluctuations in the SNX token to occur for reasons that have little to do with SNX or
the Synthetix system.
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Finally, there are a number of aspects of the system that are currently centralized. This decision
has been made to ensure efficient implementation of the project. One example of centralization
is the use of proxy contracts across much of the architecture. This is to ensure the system can
be upgraded easily but confers a level of control to the engineering team which requires trust
from users. While these aspects will be phased out over time, it is important to understand the
risks inherent in the current system architecture.
Risk Mitigation Strategies — As a decentralized protocol, the Synthetix team is committed to
decentralization and censorship resistance — this will be a gradual process as the system matures.
This includes crucial areas such as our price feeds. We have previously announced a partnership
with Chainlink, a provider of decentralized oracle solutions.
Another important area is governance, we have recently initiated regular community
governance calls to ensure the project’s goals are aligned with the community. Another aspect
of this process is a move to a formal change management process, we have introduced SIPs
(Synthetix Improvement Proposals) to allow the community to introduce change requests and
to ensure that any changes to the system are well understood and considered by all
stakeholders.

07. FUTURE FUNCTIONALITY
Additional Synths — There are many different kinds of Synths that can be added to the system
to provide greater utility to Synthetix.Exchange. These include leveraged assets that are not
available on other platforms as well as indices like the S&P500 and equities like AAPL and TSLA.
Synthetic Futures — We expect to launch the ability for traders to take synthetic futures on
Synthetix.Exchange in the near future. Many aspects of this functionality are yet to be finalized, but
it’s expected it will use a self-balancing mechanism similar to the Uniswap auto market maker
algorithm, where the total open interest of each position and therefore the risk to SNX stakers is
capped and borrow rates are adjusted based on the current open interest. The system will also
encourage traders to balance the risk in the system by paying a percentage of the fees to traders
who rebalance positions, though this feature will not be in the initial release. There are already a
number of derivatives trading platforms for cryptoassets, but they are all limited by counterparty
liquidity. The unique design of the Synthetix system means it may be able to capture market share
in this area, similarly to how Binance captured market share by listing more cryptoassets than most
other centralized exchanges.
Leveraged Synths — Leveraged trading drives a significant amount of volume on crypto
exchanges, and while synthetic futures will compete directly with centralized futures platforms,
there is a lot of value in supporting tokenized leverage.
Advanced Order Types — The current version of Synthetix.Exchange supports only market
orders which limits the usability of the exchange. An advanced order engine will be able to support
limit, stop loss, stop limits and other advanced order types. This will use a relay network for
processing advanced orders. Advanced order types are critical to reaching feature parity with
centralized exchanges.

08. CONCLUSION
Synthetix has already delivered one of the most complex and useful protocols built on Ethereum to
date. But the potential for censorship-resistant synthetic assets is still largely untapped. Further
improvements to the mechanism as well as functional upgrades and new Synths will vastly increase
the utility of the platform. Movement to a decentralized governance process will also reduce
systemic risk and increase the long term viability of the project.
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